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Representation of Riemann Surfaces

By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI

The present paper is a continuation of the previous paper 'On the
ideal boundary of abstract Riemann surfaces^" and its purpose is to
investigate the covering properties of Riemann surfaces of some classes.

Let R be a Riemann surface and let {Rn} be its exhaustion with
compact relative boundaries {dRn} (n = ~L, 2, •••)•

Class 0HAB and QHAD Let R' be a Riemann surface (dJ?) with compact
relative boundary 3JR

/. If there exists no non-constant harmonic function
U(z) in Rf such that U(z) = Q on a#', sup |Z7(*)IO (D(£/(*))<oo) and
the conjugate harmonic function of U(z) has vanishing periods along every
dividing cut, we say

Class Q°AB, 0AD, OASD If any non compact domain G of J? with com-
pact or non compact relative boundary 9G tolerates no non-constant
bounded, Dirichlet bounded or spherical area bounded analytic function
with vanishing real part on 3G, we say J?Gθ^β, 0^ or OASD respectively.

Theorem 1. The properties R' £QHAB, 0HAD and R£θQ

AB, 0%, 0°ASD

are ones depending only on the ideal boundary.

Proof. Our assertion for R£QAD, 0AB and 0ASD is evident. We shall
prove for the other classes. Suppose R' £ 0HAB or 0HAD. Then there exists
a harmonic function in R' such that C7(^) = 0 on dR ', every period of its
conjugate function along a dividing cut is zero and sup | U(z) I <C °° or
D(U(z))<^oot Let R"(C^R') be a Riemann surface with compact relative
boundary such that R"-R' is compact and ^Rr Aa^// = 0, where E!f may
consist of a finite number of components. Let Vn(z) be a harmonic function

in R"f\Rn such that VH(z) = U(z) on 3^/x, d-^l = 0 ondR*f\R". Then

VM(z) converges to a function V(z) in mean. It is clear that V(z) has
the conjugate harmonic function with vanishing periods along every
dividing cut. V(z) has M.D.I, (minimal Dirichlet integral) which is equal

1) Z. Kuramochi: On the ideal boundary of abstract Riemann surfaces : Osaka Math. 10,
1958.
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to J V(zf¥j&ds and sup | F(<r)|<>. We show that U(z)~ V(z) is a non-
9R"

constant and satisfies the above conditions. On the contrary, suppose
U(z)=V(z). Let R"'((^R") be a Riemann surface with compact relative
boundary 312'" such that a#" f\dR'" = Q and R"-R" is compact. Then
max U(z) <* max E7(2). On the other hand, by considering U(z)( = V(z))
269R" Z69K'"

in 1?", max U(z)^>max U(z). This is a contradiction. Hence t/U) — F(z)
z&R" z^ R'"

is non-constant and it is clear that sup | U(z)— V(z) | <^ °°, if sup | U(z) \ <^ °°
and D(U(z)— V(z))<^°o9 if D(U(z))<^^ and further the conjugate function
of U(z)—V(z) has vanishing periods along every dividing cut. Next, let
R" ί- QHAD or 0HAB and let U(z) a non-constant harmonic function satisfy-
ing the above conditions. Then since both dist (91?", ^R) and dist (312",
31?'") are positive, we can construct by Neumann's alternierendes Verfahren
a harmonic function U*(z) in R such that U*(z) is harmonic in R — R!" >
£/*(*) = 0 on 3#' and U(z)-U*(z) has M.D.I, over #", whence U*(z) has
the conjugate harmonic function with vanishing periods along every
dividing cut and sup | U*(z)|<oo for sup | ί/(<r)|<°o and D(U*(z)X°°
for D(U(z))<^oo respectively. We can prove that U*(z) is non-constant
as above. Hence R £ 0HAD or GHAB respectively.

The classes QHAB and 0HAD are generalizations of QAB and 0AD of
Riemann surf aces of finite genus, in this case evidently 0AB^0AB( = OfIAB)
and 0AD^0AD( = 0HAD) respectively. But in general cases, there exists a
Riemann surface with positive boundary belonging to QASD and not
belonging to QHAD For exmple, let R—R0 be a Riemann surface with
positive ideal boundary and with one ideal boundary component p which
has two different bounded minimal functions N(z, pj and N(z, p2) (pλ and
p2 lie on J>) and let RC,HND2^ (N=2). Then U(z) = N(z,pύ-N(z,p2) = Q
on 31?0, U(z) is harmonic in R—R0, D(U(z))<^4τr max (sup N(z, A)>
sup N(z, p2)) and U(z) has the conjugate harmonic function with vanishing
periods along every dividing cut. Hence R—R0£QHAD On the other
hand, it is clear R—R0£ 0AD

3\ Similar facts occur for 0HAB and

2) HNB (HND) means a class of Riemann surfaces on which at most N number of
linearly independent bounded (Dirichlet bounded) harmonic functions exist.

3) Let 0^ be a class of Riemann surface with null-boundary. Let R be a Riemann surface

£(H2D-Qg*) and έO%. Then there exists a non compact domain G in R such that a non

constant Dirichlet bounded analytic function with vanishing real part on δG exists in G.
Clearly there exists a non-constant Dirichlet bounded harmonic function vanishing on dG exists
in G. Then in at least one of Gl = GΓ]v(p1~) and G2=GΓ}v(p2) there exists a Dirichlet bounded
harmonic function vanishing on BG, (z = 1.2.). Then by Theorem 10 (On the ideal boundary
of Riemann surfaces) there exists no Dirichlet bounded analytic function, where v(pι) and
v(.p2) afe neighbourhoods of p1 and p2 with respect to Martin's topology. This is a contra-

diction. Hence Rζ 0%.
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Hence we have the following

\J
c

c " /
HNB

C
—^ means that there is no inclusion relation.

From the above example, we see that the properties R^OHAB) OHAD>
0AB and 0AD> QASD depend not only on the size of the ideal boundary but
also on the complexity of the ideal boundary. On the other hand, the pro-
perties R£QAB

4^ or 0AD sometimes depend only on geometrical structure
of Ry for instance, the location of genus and branch points.

Exceptional set. G?0 ( = set of capacity zero), &AB, &AD> ®2 ( = set of
areal measure zero). Let F be a closed set in the w-plane. If in the
complementary domain of F, there exists no non-constant bounded
(Dirichlet bounded) analytic function, we say F(^&AB (®AD). Clearly

In the following, we suppose that an analytic function f ( z ) is defined
in R or R—R0 or non compact domain G of R, whose values fall on the
w-plane.

1. Properties of connected pieces.

Let K\ \w — tvQ\<^r be a circle and let ψ* be a connected piece over
K. Suppose that an analytic function is defined in a non compact domain
G with analytic relative boundary 3G. We shall proved the following

Theorem 2.5) Let ReHNB(Q^N^°°) and G be a non compact do-
main. If a connected piece ψ has no common points with the image of
9G, then ^ covers K except at most a closed set of capacity zero.

If we apply the above theorem to smaller connected pieces, we have
the following

4) QΛB (OΛ/>) means a class of Riemann surface on which there exists no non-constant
bounded (Dirichlet bounded) analytic function.

5) See 1).
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Corollary .6) Let n(w) be the number of times that w is covered by -ψ .
Then n(w) = supn(w) (:^°°) except at most an Fσ of capacity zero.

Proof. Let Dn = E [w n(w)^n\. Then A ̂  D2 ̂  A , . Assume
that the set F=E[w: n(w)<^ sup n(w)] is of positive capacity. PutF fe =
FΓ\Dk. Then F-ΣF*. Hence since Cap(F0) = 0 by Theorem 2, there
exists a number & such that Cap(FΛ)^>0. We can suppose, that Fk is
closed, Then there exists a point w*£Fk such that Cap(FΛΛ#0>0
for any small circle K' about w*. Since w* G FΛ , w* is covered & times
by ψ , so that there exist k discs -ψ ? , ̂  , , -ψΊJ consisting of inner points.
Since 1-^.k^, sup n(w) — 1, there exists another connected piece ψ° over
K! except ψ?, ^2, ••• , t°' But ψ° does not cover K' Γ\Fk, which con-
tradicts Theorem 2. Hence we have the corollary.

Theorem 3.5) Let ReHND(0<N<oo) and let G be a non compact
domain. If a connected piece -ψ has no common points with f(9G) and the
spherical area of ψ is finite, then ψ covers K except at most a closed set
of capacity zero.

Similarly as the corollary of Theorem 2, we have the following

Corollary.6:> Let n(w) be the number of times that w is covered by ψ.
Then n(w)= sup n(w)<^o° except at most a closed set of capacity zero.
Because E\w\ »(f0)<sup«(α;)]=Σ^A ^ closed. Hance if ψ does not

cover a set of positive capacity, the spherical area of ψ must be infinite.
Since K is bounded, the spherical area of ψ is infinite, if and only

if the area is infinite. Therefore we consider only the area but spherical
area.

ss n(w) df

Mean covering number n*(wf). Put lim— 1— = n*(wf) and call n*(w)

the mean covering number of w, where Kr = E\_w: \w—u/\<^r~\.

Theorem 4. Let ReHND(Q^N^°°) and let G be a non compact
domain. If the area of a connected piece over a circle K is infinite,

is non empty, where Dn = E\_w: n(w)^n}. Let O^Og,-. be
components of the open set K—Ό^. Then n(w)= supn(w) = nQi<^oo except at

Qί
most a closed set of capacity zero in Ωz and n*(w)= oo at every point of D^.

Proof. Let ίl be one of components and let £,- = £ w GO, dist (w, (3Ω

Then it is clear that n(w)<^^ for every point w in Gt .

5) See 1).
6) These are pointed by K. Matsumoto without proof. Matsumoto : Remarks on some

Riemann surface. Proc. Acad. Tokyo. 1958.
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Hence Gg = H 9 where Hj = E[_w : n(w)^Lj~]. Then by Theorem of Baire,
j=ι <

there exists a number /0 such that fl/0 is dense in Gz. Hence by the

lower semicontinuity of n(w\ Gg^Hj , whence sup w(w)^./Ό<C00 Hence
GΊ

the area of ψ over Gt ̂ yoxarea of Gz <^oo. Hence n(w) = nί in Gz except

at most a closed set Ff ( = (2 3Djf\Ω)) of capacity zero. Consider about
ί+j y=1

Gf +y. Then F f +.= Σ!^Ab is °f capacity zero. Assume that sup^(w)
0*

= nί<^ni+J= sup «(ί0). Since Fg+A^Fg) is closed and totally disconnected,
*ί+y

we can find two points α^ and ω2 such that c^eG/, ω 2 G G z +y, w^X^α^)
and both dist (ω19 Fi+J) and dist (ω2, Fi+j) are positive. Connect ωx with
ω2 by a curve L in Gi+J — Fi+J. Then L must intersect Fί+y. This is a
contradiction. Hence ni = ni+J\ Now since V/G $ = Ω, sup W(W) = WΩ<^°O.

_ Ω

Next assume D ̂  = 0. Then ί̂  = Ω2 = , and sup n( w) = wΩl <^ oo . This
K

contradicts the infiniteness of the area of ψ . Thus D^ΦO. By
supw(^)<^oo we have by Theorem 3 that n(w) = nQί except at most a

Ωί
closed set of capacity zero in Ωz . Assume n*(w*)<^w at a point w* of
Doo. Then there exists a circle /Cg : \w — w*\<^8 such that the area of
the part of ψ lying over /Γ8 is <^°o. Then by above mentioned

This contradicts w^^Ό^ and supw(w;)=°o, whence n*(w)
K, _ K,
= 00 at every point of Ό^

Theorem 5. Let R G 0°AB and G be a non compact domain. If a con-
nected piece ψ has no common point with 3G, then ψ cover K: \w — w0\<^r

except at most a closed set F 6 @^B( = 9D1), Σ ̂ Dn is totally disconnected and
n(w) = sup n(w) ̂  c>o except at most an Fσ ( = Σ 3Dn) C ®2 // sup n(w) <^ oo ,
Fσ reduces to a closed set.

Assume that -ψ does not cover a set Fc[^@ β̂ in K. Then we can
find a closed set F7 in the interior of K with F'C^G?^. Hence we can
construct a non -constant bounded analytic function φ(w) with vanishing
real part on ^K in jff-F7. Consider φ(z) = φ(f(z)) in Δ-/'1^) in R.
Then R^OAB This is a contradiction. Hence ψ covers K except a set
C^@AB. Assume that Σ ̂  A is not disconnected. Then there exists a
number n0 such that ^Z)Wo has a continuum <X Let w1 be a point of a

such that a circle Kδ : \w — w'\<^8 is divided into some number of com-

ponents by a. Since supn(w)^n0 — 1 and since ^(w) is lower semiconti-

nuous, there exists a point w* in Ks such that w(w;*) = max n(w). Now
^SOΛ

there exist connected pieces ̂  , ψ2 , , ψ£ consisting of inner points over
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a small circle Kζ : \w — w* <^£. But w*e9DW o implies that there exists
another connected piece ψ 0 over Kζ which does not cover oίf\Kζ. This
contradicts that ψ 0 covers Kζ except a set C®AB Hence Σ 9A* is totally
disconnected. Next, assume that the measure of E\w : n(w)<^ sup n(w)~\
is positive. Put Fk = Ff\Dk. Then there exists a number ^0 such that
mes FWo^>0. Hence by the method used in Theorem 2 we have that
E\w : n(w)<^ sup n(w)~\ is a set of measure zero in replaceing capacity
by measure.

Theorem 6. Let R € 0°ASD( ̂  0%) rad G be a non compact domain and
suppose that a connected piece ψ over a circle K has no common point
with /(3G).

1) If the area of ψ is >ϊmYe, Σ9A* is totally disconnected and D00 = f\Dn=Q
orDco = K. If DπΦK, supn(w)<^°° βwί/ ΪL^O and n(w) = supn(w) except

K

at most a closed setζ^£2 and n(w)^l except at most a closed set(^&AD.

2) If the area of ψ is infinite, D^ΦO and Σ^A* is totally disconnected

in Ω, supwί^X^00, s\ιpn(w) = n(w) except a closed set C®2 in Ω β//ί/ w(^)^l
Ω Ω _

except a closed set C^ΘAD for supn(w)^\, where Ω /s <2 component of K—D^.
Ω

Proof. Let the area of ψ be finite. On the contrary, suppose that
Σ ^Dn is not disconnected, then there exists a number z*0 such that 9D/0

has a continuum α:. Since oί(^dDiQ and w(tι ) is lower semicontinuous,
there exists a point w* in otf\dDίo such that w(ίc;) = max w(^)^/—1.

0}

Hence similarly as in Theorem 5, we can find a circle Kζ such that J£ε

is divided into some number of components and a connected piece which
does not cover any point of ocf\K9. We can find at least one connected
piece ^0 such that (Kζ — projection of ψ 0) has an open set. Hence we
can construct an analytic function φ(w) in (Ktf\pτoj ΨΌ) such that

dφ(w)Re φ(w) = 0 on the periphery of Kζ and < M in (proj
dw

Consider φ(z) = φ(f(z)) in Δ^/-1^). Then D(^(^))<M2xarea of -ψ .

Hence R£WAD. This is a contradiction. Hence ΣaA* is totally dis-
connected. Suppose Ό^=¥K. Then there exists an open set G in K—D^.

Put Gj = Ew^G: dist (w, 3G + 3/iΓ)>-- and Fz--E[w;:

Then Gy = Σ ̂  Hence there exists an F, 0 such that Fz 0 is dense in G,
whence Gj(^Fio. Hence sup^(^) = ̂ 0<^oo. put n(w*) = n0 in Gz . We

show sup w(^) = n0 . On the contrary, suppose that there exists a point

w** in K—Gi such that n1 = n(wήί^)^>nQ. Since Σ9A is also closed and
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totally disconnected and Σ9A ΛG, = 0 and clearly w* £ Σ 9A> we can
Mo+] m

connect w* with «;** by a curve L in /£"— Σ^Zλ This implies
} = nγ. This is a contradiction. Hence sup n(w) = n0 and ΪL = 0. We

K

shall show that ψ* covers /£ except at most a closed set C®ΛL> Assume
that ψ does not cover a set FcJ^Gc^. Then we can easily construct an
analytic function φ(w) in K-F'(Ff(^F and Ff f\dK=ty such that
Reφ(w) = Q on 3/f and D(<P(H;))<OO. put φ(z) = φ(f(z)). Then £>(?>(*))
^n0D(φ(w)). Hence R^OQ

AD. This is a contradiction. Hence -ψ covers
K except at most a closed set C®AZ> Assume that E[w : n(w)<^n^\ is of
positive measure. Then we can find as Theorem 5 a small circle Kζ and
a connected piece ψ 0 over Kζ which does not cover a set of positive
measure in K. This contradicts that ΨΌ covers except at most a closed
set C®ΛD> because ©ΛZ>C@2

Assume that the area of ψ is infinite. Let Ω be one of components
of K—Dπ. Then we can prove as above that sup^(^)<^°° in Ω. Hence

Ω

similarly sup n(w) = n(w) except a closed set C^ Gc2 in Ω and w(w) ϊ^ 1 except
Ω

for a closed set C®^z> f°r sup«(«ι;)^l.
Ω

We consider the topo logical properties of ΪL.

Theorem 7. Lei I? 6 0Q

ADC^HND). If EL is wi empty and sup «Ωf ̂  n0
i

(specially the number of components of K— ΪL /5 finite), then D^ is a closed
domain, whence D^ is not non dense locally, where nΩ.i Ω;

Assume Dno+1 — DooφO, then there exist a point w0 and a neighbour-
hood v(w0) of wQ such that v(wQ)<^ΌnQ+l — Ό^ and sup w(w)^w0 + l. On

the other hand, by V(WQ)f~\Ό^ = Qy v(w0) is contained in a component of
K— Doe. This contradicts ^0 + 1 ̂ > sup ^Ωz.2> sup w(^). Hence D«0+ι

= DnQ+2 = Dno+3. Clearly D»= r\Dn<Ό^ = Ό^2. We show
Let w£Ό^. Then there exists a neighbourhood f(^0) such that
= 0 and #(ί#o) CZ ̂ ~ ̂ - , whence sup W(M ) ̂  ̂ 0

 and ^0 ̂  Dnn+1 . Hence
»cv _ -

D^ = DnQ+l. Now since DMo+1 is an open set, Ό^ is a closed domain and
is not non dense locally.

Corollary. Let R£®AD (^HND) and ΪLΦO. Then ZL consists of
continuum components. n(w)=^ for every point w of ΪL, where n(w*)

= lim (sup n(w)) : vr(w} = E\_w: \w — w*<Ύ]. Hence if every component
r-).Q vr

Ύi of Doo is non dense in an open set G, every point of D^/^G is an
accumulation point of £
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Assume that D^ is totally disconnected in an open set G. We can
find another open set G'(CG) such that ^G/f\Doΰ = Oy 3G' is contained in
some Ω and sup n(w)<^°°. Hence by Theorem 7, Gf^D^ is not non

Ω-Z>°° _

dense locally. This is a contradiction. Hence D^ consists of only con-
tinuum components. Next suppose that ΪL is non dense locally with
n(u/)<^oo : w' €ΪL. Then by the upper semicontunuity of n(w)y we can
find a neighbourhood v(w) such that sup #(&;)<" °o and v(w)ί\Ό00 is non

dense. Hence also by Theorem 7, D^ is not non dense locally. This is
also a contradiction. Hence n(w)=°° for w^Ό^. Suppose that w is not
an accumulation point of Σγ/. Then there exists an open set G such that
G/^Doo is composed of a finite number of components, whence n(w)<^°°
at w^.(Gp\D00). This contradicts the above mentioned. Hence every

point of /LAG is an accumulating point of D

3. Behaviour of Riemann surfaces.

Let S be the w-Riemnn sphere. We consider S instead of a circle.
Then we have by theorems mentioned before

Theorem 8. Let ReNHB(Q^N<°°). Then n(w) = supn(w)(< oo)
except at most an Fσ of capacity zero. If R£Qg, then supn(tu)=°°.

Theorem 9. Let ReHND(Q^N^°o). Then

in Ωt except at most a closed set of capacity zero, where Ωx, Ω2, ••• are
components of CD^. n*(w) = oo at every point of D^ . If R £ Og , then D^ Φ 0.

Theorem 10. Let R(^0Q

AB. Then n(w) = sup n(w) ( < oo ) except at
most a totally disconnected set of areal measure zero and R covers at least
once except a closed set C &AB

Theorem 11. Let R£θQ

AD. If the spherical area of R<^^ (clearly
D(f(z))= oo ), Ό^ = S or Doo^O. n(w) = supn(w)<^oo except at most a closed

Ωi

and totally disconnected set of areal measure zero in every component Ωt

of S—Deo and n(w)^l except a closed set C®ΛLD in β for Ω such that
sup»(w;»0. If the spherical area of R is infinite, Ϊ

Ω

Theorem llx. Let ReOQ

ASD. Then D^ΦO and R has the same pro-
perties as in Theorem 11.

7) See Theorem 4 and Theorem 8 of on the ideal boundary of Riemann surfaces
8) Z. Kuramochi: Analytic functions in the neighbourhood of the ideal boundary, Proc.

Acad. Tokyo, 1957.
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3. Behaviour of Riemann surfaces with compact relative boundaries.

The properties R £ QHAD and 0HAB depend on a neighbourhood of the
ideal boundary. It is suitable to consider them in a Riemann surface with
compact relative boundary 3R. Let {Rn} be its exhaustion with compact
relative boundary {dRn} (n = l, 2, •••).

Class 0HAD and 0HAB. Let f ( z ) be a non-constant analytic function
of AD (analytic Dirichlet bounded) or AB (analytic bounded) in R. This
implies R*£HND-Og (HND-Qg), where R* is made of R by adding a
compact set R0 to R so that R* = R+R0 has no relative boundary.

Hence in this case R(^0HAD or QHAB depends chiefly on the size of
the ideal boundary.

Theorem 12. Let R^OHAD(0HAB) be a Riemann surface with compact
relative boundary 3J?. Suppose that R is represented as a covering surface
over the w-plane by a non-constant function f ( z ) of AD(AB). Then n(w)
= sup n(w)<^N<^°° except a closed and totally disconnected set <C®2.

o,.

n(w)^l except a closed set C®AD(®^) in Ω, for sup ^(w) 2^1, where
Ωi

ΩlyΩ,2, ••• are components of the complementary set of f(dR).
R-maximum principle. Let g(z) be a non-constant function of AD(AB)

in R— Fy where R^OHAD and F is a compact set. Then by Theorem 1
Re g(z) = U(z), where U(z) is a harmonic function in R— F such that
U(z) = Reg(z) on dF+dR and U(z) has M.D.I. Hence the jR-maximum
principle is valid.

max Re(g(z)) ^ sup Re(g(z)) > inf Re(g(z)) ^ min Re(g(z)) .
9B R R dK

Let wl be a point such that dist (wly /(#))>S>0. Then φ(z)

= — ~*}*\eiθ is of AD(AB). Hence 7?-maximum principle is also valid

for φ(z).
G-maximum principle. Let G be a non compact domain in R ( € 0HAD).

Let g(z) be a function of AD in R. Then Re g(z) has M.D.I. over G among
all functions with value Re g(z) on 3G. In fact, if there were another
harmonic function V(z) in G such that V(z) = Reg(z) on 3G and
D(V(z))<^D(g(z)). Then by the Dirichlet principle

D(g(z)) $ DG(V(z)) + DR_G(g(z)) ^ D(g'(z)) .

where g'(z) is obtained by alternierendes Verfahren from V(z) and g(z).
This contradicts that G(z) has M.D.I. Hence Re g(z) = lίm Un(z), where
Uu(z) is a harmonic function inRnf\G such that Un(z) = Re g(z) on

and ?%ί?l-0 on ?>Rnf\G. Hence
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sup Re(g(z)) ^ sup Re (g(z)) > inf Re(g(z)) ^ inf Re(g(z)) .
θff G & de-

It is an essential condition for the validity of G-maximum principle for
Re g(z) in non compact domain G that g(z) is of AD not only in G but
also in a neighbourhood of the ideal boundary of R. i.e. in the comple-
mentary set of a compact set F.

1) f(R) is bounded and we can suppose that the number of components
Ω1? Ω2, ••• of C/(3#) is finite. In fact, put φ(z) = e*9 f(z)(2π>Θ^Ό). The
by the ^-maximum principle, f(R) is bounded. By a little deformation
of 31?, we can suppose that 37? is analytic and f ( z ) is analytic on 3/2.
Hence the number of {Ωf} is finite. Denote by Ω.. the one containing
the point at infinity. Then we see by the ^-maximum principle with

respect to φ(z) = eiθ ^ that f(R) f\ΏJoo = Q.
J \Z) WQ

2) Put DH=E[w :n(w}^ «]. Then ^Dn is totally disconnected in Ω. Let
Ω be one of {Ωz } such that sup n(w)^l. First, we shall show that Ω-Dn

-3Dn=Q. On the contrary, assume Ω-Dn-dDn=g>0. Then 3Dn has
a continuum a. Let ^G int a and Fδ(/>) |w — p\<^8 be a circle such that
V§(p) — oί is divided into components φ19 φ2, ••• of number 2^2. Let φx be
one of component such that ΦiC^A, and φ2 be another component con-
tained in (^CDn. Put G=f~1(ψ>1), where ψx is a connected piece over φ l β£
Then G is a non compact domain in R. Let Ve_ (p) : \u)—p\<^-^ and let

6 C)

ιtf£(V*.(p)Γ\φ2). Then there exists a point w" in (oίί\V*(p)): V*(p):
6 ft 3 3 ft

|ι0-ίl<4- such that l^-^l =dist « α). Letv*(u/'): \w-wff\<~.
ό 10 ID

Then v^(w")[\Dm is open, where n — l^m^O. Hence there exists a point
10

w* in υ*_(w") such that w(^*) = max n(w)^n — l : w £(VB (w")[\CDn). Let
10 10

w** be a point in a such that | w* - w** | - dist (w*, a). Then w** e V* (p) :
8 2

\w— p\<^-ή- We fix w* and ίί;** and G. Since

there exists a small circle Kζ : w — w*\^£ (this is
10

contained in the set E\_w : n(w) = n0']) such that every connected piece ψ j ,
^2> " ^ Ψ w 7 over ^ε is compact. Put ̂ i=f~l(^i). Then Σ Δf is compact

in and ΣΔ.ΆG = 0, ?>(*) = - - '̂θ : (0= -0r£|κ;*-M;**|) is ΛD in
„/ w—w

R— ΣΔf Consider ^(2) in G. Then by the G-maximum principle

sup .fife 0>(z) ̂  sup ̂  ^(^) .
9<? G^

On the other hand, by \w*-w**\ -dist (ίϋ*, α:)^dist (ίi;

sup /?^ ^(^) ^> sup 7?̂  φ(z) .
G
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This is a contradiction. Hence G = 0. i.e. Dn is dense in Ω, if (Dnf\Ω)φQ.
Next we shall show that ^Dn is totally disconnected in Ω. On the contrary,
assume that dDn has a continuum a. Let p£ int tf and V8(p) as above,
(i.e. Fδ(/>) — a consists of some number Q^2) components). Then there
exists a point wr in V8(p)f\dDn such that n0 = n(κ/) = max n(w) ( w £ V 5 ( p )
Γ\oί)<^n — λ. Then there exists a circle Kζ(w') : \w — wr | ̂ £ such that there
exist compact connected pieces over Kz(w'} consisting of n leaves. Since
Dn is dense and n(w')<^n, there exist at least one connected pieces ψ19 ψ2, •••
over Kζ(w) which do not cover every point α. Hence ̂  composed of
at least two components ψltl, ̂ Ii2, •••. Hence every ^lti has its projection
of the shape of the moon with eclips. If α is not a straight line, we
can find at least a ψlti and w* in Ω^, and M;**G# such that dist (w*,

proj ΨΊ,-) = dist (w;*, w**) : ^(rί;;ίί G α. Consider φ(z) = Re-^—. - ̂ —eiθ in
/ (z) — w*

Δ=f~1(ψltg). Then φ(z)€.AD in /?. Hence we have a contradiction by
the G-maximum principle, where G=f~l(tyli}. Similarly, if α is a straight
line. Hence ^Dn has no continuum.

3) supw(w)<°o. Let Ω be one of {Ωz } such that ΘΩ/^ΘΩ^φO. Since
Ω

f ( z ) is analytic on 9J?, we can find a point WQ in Ω in a neighbourhood
of dn^ such that dist (w0, f(R'))^>Q, where R' is obtained from R by a
little changing of 3/?. Because /(^?0 is contained in the domain enclosed
by /(9Jf?0 Hence there exists a number ^(z#0)<^°o and a small circle
7Γε : |w— ̂ 0|<C^ such that every connected piece over Ks is compact,
whence there exists a constant δ0 such that dist (M;O, 3Dm^S0]>0 for
every m.

Assume that there exists a point £(/ in Ω such that m = n(w')^>n(w0).

Then Σ 3Df is closed and totally disconnected. We can connect M;' with

w0 by a curve L in Ω — Σ^A This implies n(wQ)^n(w'). This is a
contradiction. Hence supwi^X00. Let Ω2 be another domain such that

Ω

3Γ22 A 3ί2 φ 0. Then we have similarly | sup n(w) — sup n(w) | <" oo . But
Ω2 Ω

the member of {Ω,.} is finite. Thus

4) n(w) ̂  1 except at most a closed set C @AL> ι if sup n(w) ̂  1. Assume
Ω

that there exists a closed set F^^AD. Then there exists a point w0£F

such that (#Λ^)C®AD for any small circle K. Since ΣaA is totally
disconnected, we can find a simply connected domain H with analytic

relative boundary 3# such that ^Hf\ ( Σ 3 Df ) = 0. Hence we can con-
struct a function ^(^) of AD with vanishing real part on 3f/. Now a
connected piece Δ(C^J?) over // has compact relative boundary. Since
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)^sup n(w)xD(g(z))<^°°, R<£ 0HAD. This is a contradiction.
Hence n(w)^ί Ω except a set <C©AD

5) Similarly as Theorem 6, we can prove that n(w) = sup n(w) except a

set <C©2 by using the total disconnectedness of Σ^D and supw(^)<^°°.
Let R£QHAB and f(z)£AHB. In this case Ref(z) = U(z)9 where £7(z)

is a harmonic function in /? such that U(z) = Re f ( z ) on 3J? and U(z)

has M.D.I.= ί c 7 ( 2 ) < f e by the regularity of f ( z ) on 3#. Because

sup I U(z) — Ref(z) <^ °o implies U(z)=Ref(z) in R£®HAB Hence
D(f(z))<^^o. Hence we have the same results except 4) which is replaced
by n(w)^l in Ω except a set <C®As> sup ?*(&;) J>1 in Ω.

Ω

Class J?eO% or 0^β. In these classes the G-maximum principle for
g(z) holds for non compact domain G under the condition g(z) G AD only
in G. From this point of view R G 0B°A(0Q

AB) is stronger than R G
Hence we have more simply and simlarly as Theorem 7

Theorem 13. Let R^OAD(^AB) with compact relative boundary dR.
Then the same facts as Theorem 12 hold.

-ZV

From theorem 12 and 13, Σ 3D : (jV=sup n(w)) is closed and totally
disconnected. We have

Corollary. Let f ( z ) G AD(AB) be a non constant function in
or QHAD ΦAB or QHAB) with compact relative boundary dR. Then f (z) tends
to a point as z tends to every boundary component.
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